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suppose that one, who is on the way to perceive spiritual truths by
©lose introspection, becomes oblivious of the external world, or
indifferent to his relations in it and the duties they involve. While
rising higher and higher, and living a larger and larger self, he is still
in this world of relativity—this world of the one and many,—and is
bound to do his duties here, and retain all the activities which, in his
embodied existence, it is improper for him to neglect and even im-
possible for him to avoid'. To him, therefore, his lower or individual
self and the world are as real as anything real can be ; only his idea of
the reality would be much more exalted than of a person who is entirely
uninitiated.
Even the J'wn Mukta2 (person liberated while in bodily existence)
in the Indian system does not altogether lose his individuality or his
sense of the reality of the world of sense-experience. He no doubt
is able to realise its unreality as a differentiated and self-subsisting
entity, and he is now in a position to estimate the things of sense-
experience at their true value. One writer describes him as having
readied his <c re-integration into the bosom of the Infinite, there to
live in omniconsciousness, in omnipotence, as a living factor of Para-
'brdhma^
The idea is that, instead of being absorbed in Brahma, he remains
centred in It as in his home, and, from that centre, carries on'his mission
of regenerating mankind and becoming their Saviour. Even after
his physical death, he may become re-incarnate in this world; and if
he prefers this voluntary descent for the uplifting of others needing
his spiritual guidance, he would be in this world, but not of it.
It may, indeed, be that the perfection, which, a Jiwn Mukta is sup-
posed to have attained, is only partial, for it can have reference only
to the cosmic evolution pertaining to the particular planetary or
solar system to which, he belongs—an evolution which, in its nature
can only be partial,—if he has to move on and with the entire universe
1 c Bhag. Git,' III, 5:—" Nor can any ence, to become once more wlxat the
one, even for an instaat, remain really Atman always has been, viz.. Brahman.
actionless; for helplessly ia everyone He has, however, fco wait till death
driven to action by the qualities born of removes the last Upddhis or fetters,
nature."                               which, though they bind the mind no
2 Jivwi MuUais a person who has, lon^ remain, like broken chains,
n this life, obtained MuJcti or liberation, h^g^g heavy on the mortal body. See
which is the real object of the Veddnfa Max MuUer's (Six Sys. Ind. PM1./ p.
Philosophy, vi^, to overcome allNesci- 2^*—^?*

